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9. Quantum chromodynamics 31

Notwithstanding these open issues, a rather stable and well defined world average
value emerges from the compilation of current determinations of αs:

αs(M
2
Z) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 .

The results also provide a clear signature and proof of the energy dependence of αs, in
full agreement with the QCD prediction of Asymptotic Freedom. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 9.4, where results of αs(Q2) obtained at discrete energy scales Q, now also including
those based just on NLO QCD, are summarized and plotted.

Figure 9.4: Summary of measurements of αs as a function of the respective energy
scale Q. The respective degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction
of αs is indicated in brackets (NLO: next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to
leading order; res. NNLO: NNLO matched with resummed next-to-leading logs;
N3LO: next-to-NNLO).
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1. Discretize spacetime

}  A separation scale between all points in 
space.

 ~0.1fm = 0.0000000000000001m

 Regulator

 1million times smaller than hydrogen 
atom!

Lattice QCD in four         
“easy” steps
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2. Truncate spacetime

 So it fits into a compute!
 ~4-6 fm

 100,000 times smaller than 
hydrogen atom!

 It is a small world after all!
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3. Tune quark masses

 Set them to physical values

 Dial the quark masses

 “Easier said than done!”
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4. Make predictions           
(or postdiction)

 Again, “Easier said than done!”
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FIG. 11: Isoscalar (green/black) and isovector (blue) meson spectrum on the m� = 391MeV, 243 � 128 lattice. The vertical
height of each box indicates the statistical uncertainty on the mass determination. States outlined in orange are the lowest-lying
states having dominant overlap with operators featuring a chromomagnetic construction – their interpretation as the lightest
hybrid meson supermultiplet will be discussed later.

extrapolation might be the complex resonance pole posi-
tion, but we do not obtain this in our simple calculations
using only “single-hadron” operators.

We discuss the specific case of the 0�+ and 1�� sys-
tems in the next subsections.

E. The low-lying pseudoscalars: ⇥, �, ��

In lattice calculations of the type performed in this
paper, where isospin is exact and electromagnetism does
not feature, the ⌃ and ⇤ mesons are exactly stable and ⇤⇤

is rendered stable since its isospin conserving ⇤⌃⌃ decay
mode is kinematically closed. Because of this, many of
the caveats presented in Section III B do not apply. Fig-
ure 17 shows the quality of the principal correlators from
which we extract the meson masses, in the form of an
e�ective mass,

me� =
1

⇥t
log

⇧(t)

⇧(t+ ⇥t)
, (16)

for the lightest quark mass and largest volume consid-
ered. The e�ective masses clearly plateau and can be
described at later times by a constant fit which gives a
mass in agreement with the two exponential fits to the
principal correlator that we typically use.

Figure 18 indicates the detailed quark mass and vol-
ume dependence of the ⇤ and ⇤⇤ mesons. We have already
commented on the unexplained sensitivity of the ⇤⇤ mass

to the spatial volume atm� = 391MeV, and we note that
since only a 163 volume was used at m� = 524MeV, the
mass shown there may be an underestimate.
Figure 19 shows the octet-singlet basis mixing angle,

⌅ = � � 54.74⇥, which by definition must be zero at the
SU(3)F point4 . While we have no particularly well mo-
tivated form to describe the quark mass dependence, it
is notable that the trend is for the data to approach a
phenomenologically reasonable value ⇤ �10⇥ [1, 45–47].

F. The low-lying vector mesons: ⇤,⇧,⌅

Figure 20 shows the e�ective masses of  ,� and ⌥ prin-
cipal correlators on the m� = 391MeV, 243⇥128 lattice.
The splitting between the ⌥ and  is small but statisti-
cally significant, reflecting the small disconnected contri-
bution at large times in this channel. At the pion masses
presented in this paper, the  and � mesons are kine-
matically stable against decay into their lowest thresh-
old channels, ⌃⌃⌃ and KK. In Figure 21 we show the
quark mass and volume dependence of the low lying vec-
tor mesons along with the relevant threshold energies.

4 Here we are using a convention where |�⇥ = cos ⇥|8⇥ � sin ⇥|1⇥,
|��⇥ = sin ⇥|8⇥+cos ⇥|1⇥ with 8,1 having the sign conventions in
Eqn 5.

Hadron Spectrum Collaboration: 
J. Dudek, R. Edwards, P. Guo & C. Thomas (2013)

JPC

State of the art lattice QCD

What does the future hold?

 Q: How to interpret spectrum?
 A: More on this later... 

Exotics!
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Parametrize hadronic parity 
violation  low-energy First parity violation calculation from 

lattice QCD by Joseph Wasem (2012)
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Can lattice QCD help?

?

First parity violation calculation from 
lattice QCD by Joseph Wasem (2012)
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e.g., naïvely 4He has 6! x 6! = 518,400 contractions!



Correlation functions: 

The building block of lattice QCD calculations

Evaluated numerically using Monte Carlo 

techniques

Many challenges for few-body systems:

Large number of Wick contractions

Poor signal/noise

Interpretation of observables[NPLQCD Coll.] Beane, Chang, Cohen, Detmold, Lin, 
Luu, Orginos, Parreno, Savage, Walker-Loud (2012)
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Challenges with few-body systems
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A long list of extensions of the 
Lüscher formalism
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RB and Davoudi (2012), (2013)

Li and Liu (2013)
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RB, Davoudi, and Luu (2013)

RB, Davoudi, Luu and Savage (2013) 

Bernard, Lage,Meissner, and Rusetsky (2011)

RB (2014)

Li,  Li,  Liu (2014)

...

(“Lüscher Formalism”)

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0370269390906953%23
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0370269390906953%23
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Two-body spectrum

L

Finite volume spectrum Infinite volume scattering

Most general two-body result is found in RB [PRD] (2014)

det [M�1 + �GV ] = 0

http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1401.3312
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Two-body spectrum

det [M�1 + �GV ] = 0

determinant over (J, mJ) 
and open channels
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Finite volume spectrum Infinite volume scattering

Two-body spectrum

det [M�1 + �GV ] = 0

Physical scattering amplitude
(Can couple any number of  channels )



Two-body spectrum

det [M�1 + �GV ] = 0

L

Finite volume spectrum Infinite volume scattering

e.g. S-wave at rest

k⇤ cot �S =

1

⇡L

X

n

1

n2 � (k⇤L/2⇡)2

0

BBB@

�GV
00 �GV

01 �GV
02

�GV
10 �GV

11 �GV
12

�GV
20 �GV

21 �GV
22

. . .

1

CCCA

Typically a sparse matrix, but in general 
partial waves do mix (as they should!)
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Finite volume spectrum Infinite volume scattering

Model independent & non-perturbative 
Universal: lattice QCD, lattice EFT, cold atoms, etc.

Arbitrary quantum numbers for two particles

General volumes with any boundary conditions: periodic, 
anti-periodic , or any linear combination on any rectangular prism

Two-body spectrum

det [M�1 + �GV ] = 0
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Finite volume spectrum Infinite volume scattering

Compactly summarizes & 
generalizes all that has been 

written on the two-body sector 
in the literature

RB [PRD] (2014)
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One example: Kπ-Kη
Determine finite volume spectra, e.g., 
Kπ-Kη spectrum using  mπ~390MeV

unboosted
d=PL/2π=[000] 

Over 100 energy levels determined using 3 different volumes 
and 5 different types of boosts, d={[000],[001],[011],[111],[002]} 

and allowed cubic rotations.

1 by David Wilson, Dudek, Edwards & Thomas 
(2014) [Hadron Spectrum Coll]

Lattice QCD energy free energy level

http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.4158
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K K
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Three-body spectrum
det [K�1

3,df + FV
3 ] = 0

Model independent & non-perturbative 
Universal: lattice QCD, lattice EFT, cold atoms, etc.

Only holds for three, identical boson
Only holds for periodic, cubic volumes

No N-body result yet!
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FIG. 11: Isoscalar (green/black) and isovector (blue) meson spectrum on the m� = 391MeV, 243 � 128 lattice. The vertical
height of each box indicates the statistical uncertainty on the mass determination. States outlined in orange are the lowest-lying
states having dominant overlap with operators featuring a chromomagnetic construction – their interpretation as the lightest
hybrid meson supermultiplet will be discussed later.

extrapolation might be the complex resonance pole posi-
tion, but we do not obtain this in our simple calculations
using only “single-hadron” operators.

We discuss the specific case of the 0�+ and 1�� sys-
tems in the next subsections.

E. The low-lying pseudoscalars: ⇥, �, ��

In lattice calculations of the type performed in this
paper, where isospin is exact and electromagnetism does
not feature, the ⌃ and ⇤ mesons are exactly stable and ⇤⇤

is rendered stable since its isospin conserving ⇤⌃⌃ decay
mode is kinematically closed. Because of this, many of
the caveats presented in Section III B do not apply. Fig-
ure 17 shows the quality of the principal correlators from
which we extract the meson masses, in the form of an
e�ective mass,

me� =
1

⇥t
log

⇧(t)

⇧(t+ ⇥t)
, (16)

for the lightest quark mass and largest volume consid-
ered. The e�ective masses clearly plateau and can be
described at later times by a constant fit which gives a
mass in agreement with the two exponential fits to the
principal correlator that we typically use.

Figure 18 indicates the detailed quark mass and vol-
ume dependence of the ⇤ and ⇤⇤ mesons. We have already
commented on the unexplained sensitivity of the ⇤⇤ mass

to the spatial volume atm� = 391MeV, and we note that
since only a 163 volume was used at m� = 524MeV, the
mass shown there may be an underestimate.
Figure 19 shows the octet-singlet basis mixing angle,

⌅ = � � 54.74⇥, which by definition must be zero at the
SU(3)F point4 . While we have no particularly well mo-
tivated form to describe the quark mass dependence, it
is notable that the trend is for the data to approach a
phenomenologically reasonable value ⇤ �10⇥ [1, 45–47].

F. The low-lying vector mesons: ⇤,⇧,⌅

Figure 20 shows the e�ective masses of  ,� and ⌥ prin-
cipal correlators on the m� = 391MeV, 243⇥128 lattice.
The splitting between the ⌥ and  is small but statisti-
cally significant, reflecting the small disconnected contri-
bution at large times in this channel. At the pion masses
presented in this paper, the  and � mesons are kine-
matically stable against decay into their lowest thresh-
old channels, ⌃⌃⌃ and KK. In Figure 21 we show the
quark mass and volume dependence of the low lying vec-
tor mesons along with the relevant threshold energies.

4 Here we are using a convention where |�⇥ = cos ⇥|8⇥ � sin ⇥|1⇥,
|��⇥ = sin ⇥|8⇥+cos ⇥|1⇥ with 8,1 having the sign conventions in
Eqn 5.

Hadron Spectrum Collaboration:
J. Dudek, R. Edwards, P. Guo & C. Thomas (2013)

N-body spectrum

Exotics!

{Can couple to 3π, 4π,...,
7π, 4K, 6K,...state

Much more work to do!

Need a thesis project?
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Calculate finite volume spectrum1

Plug into formalism2

Out goes elastic & inelastic QCD 
scattering amplitudes  

3

à la mode de Lüscher (1986)

Calculate finite volume matrix 
elements

4

Plug spectrum, scattering 
parameters and finite volume form 
factor into formalism

5

Out go physical transition amplitude6

time = y0

Paving the road towards physics

time = xi,0

time = xf

à la mode de Lellouch & Lüscher (2000)



Transition amplitudes

1-to-2 with/without             
intrinsic spin:

1-to-3 with intrinsic spin:

2-to-2 with intrinsic spin:

RB, Hansen & Walker-Loud (2014) / RB & Hansen [in preparation]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
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Transition Amplitudes

initial state

external current

final state

|hf ;L|j⇤|i;Li| =
1p
2Ei

rh
A†

⇤,i!f R⇤,f A⇤,i!f

i

RB, Hansen & Walker-Loud (2014)

RB & Hansen  [in prepation]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
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energy of initial particle

Transition Amplitudes
|hf ;L|j⇤|i;Li| =

1p
2Ei

rh
A†

⇤,i!f R⇤,f A⇤,i!f

i
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(...(
fully dressed, on-shell infinite volume 
transition amplitude!

a vector in the space of open channels

Transition Amplitudes
|hf ;L|j⇤|i;Li| =

1p
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i
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Transition Amplitudes

((
two-particle propagator residue, depends on energy, 

phase shifts and derivative of phase shifts

a matrix in the space of open channels

V

V

V

V

...
|hf ;L|j⇤|i;Li| =

1p
2Ei

rh
A†
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i
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Transition Amplitudes
|hf ;L|j⇤|i;Li| =

1p
2Ei

rh
A†

⇤,i!f R⇤,f A⇤,i!f

i

Model independent & non-perturbative 

Universal: lattice QCD, lattice EFT, cold atoms, etc.

Arbitrary quantum numbers for two particles

General volumes with any boundary conditions: periodic, 
anti-periodic , or any linear combination on any rectangular prism

RB, Hansen & Walker-Loud (2014)

RB & Hansen  [in prepation]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1406.5965
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Examples: K-to-ππ

p

⇡
K

⇡

First consider by Lüscher & Lellouch (2000)
I=0,2

RBC and UKQCD Collaborations (2013)

m⇡[MeV] mK [MeV] Re AI=2 [10

�8 GeV ] Re AI=0 [10

�8 GeV ] Re AI=0/Re AI=2

Lattice QCD 422(7) 878(15) 4.911(31) 45(10) 9.1(2.1)

Lattice QCD 329(6) 662(11) 2.668(14) 32.1(4.6) 12.0(1.7)

Lattice QCD 142.9(1.1) 511.3(3.9) 1.38(5)(26) - -

Experiment 135 - 140 494 - 498 1.479(4) 33.2(2) 22.45(6)

|AK!⇡⇡|2

|h⇡⇡|J |KiL|2
=

16⇡Ei E⇤
nf

q⇤nf
⇠

@(�S + �d
00)

@P0,M

����
P0,M=Enf
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A glimpse into the future:
 Christian Shultz [Hadron Spectrum Coll.] 
 mπ~700MeV,  mρ~1,000MeV, Stable ρ 

Examples: πγ*-to-ππ

⇢ ! ⇡�⇤
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